Work at the border may foster creative transformations. My small daughter crayoned for each of her toys a passport, which border controllers solemnly stamped. A bear, sock-doll, and beaver followed and displaced her own travels; they helped her to recall and renegotiate disruptions, losses, and passages. By marking the borders, she acknowledged separations, differences, connections. For me, this book has been that kind of passport: after I constructed the frame, many colleagues placed their marks in it. In the process, the essays that came to my desk led me to perceptions of comparative practice which my first frame could not accommodate. I had to let go of my preconceptions in order to let other approaches in. Once on a trip to the Van Gogh museum at Arnhem, I found myself outside the country before I realized the train was traveling in the wrong direction; then as now, however, there have been many polyglot counselors to help me reach the goal.

A collection of this kind depends on contributions from countless people: teachers, colleagues, students, friends, enemies, and “frenemies.” Not only did the contributors themselves exchange papers and comments, but other readers also helped tighten the threads of argument in this web of thought. Foremost were Celeste Schenck and Margaret Ferguson, whose incisive and detailed comments dramatically transformed the manuscript. I am grateful that they found time to mother this project as they were nurturing their own children. My own work has benefited from the acuity, reflective proposals, and support of Doris Sommer, Harriet Ritvo, and Regina Barreca.

A number of comparatists have selflessly given their time and labor to help this book come into being: Mary Ann Caws, Sandie Bermann, Kathleen Komar, and Rosi Braidotti. Charles Bernheimer, Michael Palencia-Roth, and Susan Suleiman generously shared their work and ideas, as did Nancy Huston, Eleni Varikas, Carla Freccero, and Susan Winnett. Encouragement and suggestions at various points and places
came from Hortense Spillers, Michelle Perrot, Earl Miner, Elaine Showalter, Catharine Stimpson, Mieke Bal, and Jane Marcus. The book has always been in my mind and often in my suitcase; it has listened in at conferences and interjected itself into conversations. My closest friends have been tolerant of my obsession, keeping their doors open and their walking shoes on. Catherine Lugar was always ready to help me track down an elusive text.

The University of Connecticut Research Foundation, the Instituto Juan March, and the National Endowment for the Humanities supported travel and research for this project. I also thank my students at the University of Connecticut and the University of Munich, in particular Marianne Sadowski and Katharine Rodier, who have fed me a sustaining mix of photocopies, cake, printouts, and laughter.

Early and late, often very early and very late, Patrice and Ethel have been there.
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